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Contains fully worked-out solutions to all of the odd-numbered exercises in the text, giving students

a way to check their answers and ensure that they took the correct steps to arrive at an answer.
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When I took my first Calculus class in college, I was so lost in the beginning of the semester.

Thanks to this solutions book, I was able to understand how to solve Calculus problems and pass

my Calculus class with an A. This book was a big factor in excelling in my Calculus class. Highly

Recommended to buy this book!

When i bought this, i thought it was a paperback of the textbook, so when it came in the mail i was a

bit surprised. However, i kept it for use throughout my semester, which ended up really being a

good idea. Although it only gives you the answers to the odd numbered problems, if gives you all

the work behind it/the reason behind the answer. This was super useful in trying to figure out if i got

a problem right or if i was correct in my work. Definitely worth the money. Great for final review

studying.

This product was in perfect condition when I got it. There were no marks, underlining, or bent pages.

I use this product at least five times a week. It is very good.



Only gives odd numbered solutions. How about you just give me all the solutions but rip the book in

half instead. Explainations of answers are usually good and understandable. If you complete the

textbook and use this solutions manual as a reference, then you should have no problem scoring a

solid 50% on your test ðŸ‘•ðŸ’©.

I accidentally ordered this instead of the actual book for my Calculus class this semester, which was

completely my fault. I decided to keep it for practice problems and it did somewhat work out for me.

It did a stepwise progression of each solution, but if you did not know the actual material, it will do

nothing to teach you. Unless you have the actual book already, I would not recommend it for

students. I managed to make do with it, but I regretted not returning it and purchasing the real

book.TL;DR: For what this product is, it's great, but do not use it as a substitute for the real

book.-Captain Hindsight

Excellent book for cal 1,2&3 the only part I didn't like and made me not giving it a 5 stars is the

solutions at the end of the book it only gives the odds which is bad cause purchasing the solutions

manual is required to get an A+

A current and informative book - the kind of book to keep forever. It is a must have for my Calculus

class..

Shipped nicely although I thought this was the actual textbook not just the solutions manual. It was a

60 dollar mistake, but at least I can use it for class.
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